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Covid19 Relief
The Coronavirus is a huge wake up call as a nation regarding disaster preparedness as well as possible
enemy attacks.
Currently, we have a shortage of supply and as always medical personnel.
Going forward, we should give incentive for students who desire to study in the medical profession.
There are plenty of empty factories in Detroit that can be updated with machinery and 3D printers. We
need factories in America in the event of another outbreak and now would be an opportune time to
replenish our economy.
Military personnel should oversee some factories for specialized equipment and training.
Federal policy is required to mandate social distancing in situations that would require such.
We also need federal laws around rationing food and supplies during disasters and pandemics so that we
can avoid the types of shortages that we have seen during the coronavirus.
Lastly, we need a national communications system that will help disseminate clear and concise information and
direction to people across every state. This system can be linked through ISP's and cell phone carriers.
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Replenishing Social Security
More citizens at work will help to increase social security
and help restore the middle class. This effort is all about
United the States and rebuilding America, the right way. We
need an increase in middle class jobs due to automation.
One program that can be instituted in businesses, organizations and institutions in many places and across many
industries is the use of Smart Social Technology & Machinery. SSTM is the use of smart technology and
equipment to assist in our re-introduction to society, allowing for social distancing to be implemented at maximum
capacity and efficiency.

Example: Taking Your Car for an Oil Change

1.) Make an appointment through an app or website
2.) Drive your car to the specified garage bay at the appointment time.
3.) Park your car and notify the mechanics through the app that the car has been parked and keys left in lock
box
4.) Mechanics work on car and call or notify through app info about progress and concerns
5.) Call or converse through app with representative regarding pick up time
6.) Pick up car with no human contact using secret code sent through app

It is important that this level of technology is not eliminating or replacing any jobs, and it actually adds more jobs
to the workforce to support the apps and provide the proper amount of representatives needed to support social
distancing efforts in terms of customer service and administration. These forms of technology will be instrumental
in facilitating the re-opening of society as they will reduce the threat of the spread of the virus by ensuring greater
levels of social distancing. These efforts of course still need to be coupled with ongoing practices surrounding
cleanliness, sanitation and overall public health. The development of this technology should be supplemented by
the government as an alternative to fully re-opening society.

The cost saved should allow companies to alleviate some outsourced positions and bring the back home.

With such advancements those innovations require factories and factories create jobs.
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Long Term Veteran Care
• Tuition forgiveness program by volunteering/working
with veterans for medical related degrees.
• Building eco friendly homes where veterans can
maintain a sense of community.
• Psychiatry students can spend their residency working
one on one with veterans. These programs will allow
students to earn student loan forgiveness.

Programs to End Homeless
• Repurpose hotels to provide housing and the following
services:
• Provide Classes, Trade Certificates, GED
• Delegate jobs to each resident that is doubles as
grounds upkeep and work experience.
• Some locations can provide drug rehabilitations

Rebuilding Low Income communities
• Residents can apply for nonprofit positions in their
community where they can learn a trade going towards
skills to restore.
• This will act as a since of responsibility and ownership
of one's neighborhood.
College Affordability
• Student Work Forgiveness should be required to all
students as means to replenish the economy and
gained experience. These programs should be offered
to all students to significantly decrease the amount of
loans required and debt of graduates.

• There should be an incentive for students who choose
to study fields where there is dire need. Ex: Nursing,
Education
Controlling Drug Prices
• Drugs costs needs to mandated by tiers. Those that
can afford the higher end drugs may do so but there
needs to be a cap on all generic drugs.
• NOTE: With medical advancements, soon all patients
should have medications tailored to their specific
needs by use of compounding. The will cut down on
the need for pharmaceutical companies all together.
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International Database For Disease Prevention
IDDP is a database that is overseen by the CDC and WHO. This database allows for
countries to report new onset cases of diseases and possible outbreaks. Much like
(NORS), the IDDP organizes patient data by symptoms, age, pre-existing conditions, race,
gender and labs submitted by overseeing physicians.
Using A.l., these symptoms can be categorized: Computing accurate graphs and
percentages among patients by age, race, gender, conditions and labs but most
importantly which medications or chemical compounds best to treat conditions, catering
to each patient if need be.
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